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1. Introduction 

For a given graph ),( EVG = we do an operation on G , 

by subdividing each edge exactly once and joining all the 

non adjacent vertices of G . The graph obtained by this 

process is called the central graph[1,12] of G denoted by 

).(GC  Let G  be a graph with vertex set )(GV and edge 

set )(GE
 
The middle graph [10] of G , denoted by 

)(GM is defined as follows .The vertex set of )(GM  is 

)()( GEGV ∪ .Two vertices yx, in the vertex set of 

)(GM  are adjacent in )(GM  in case one the following 

holds: (i) yx,  are in )(GE and yx, are adjacent in G . 

(ii) x is in )(GV , y is in )(GE , and yx, are incident 

in G . Let G  be a graph with vertex set )(GV and edge 

set )(GE . The total graph [1,2, 6, 10] of G , denoted by 

)(GT is defined as follows. The vertex set of )(GT
 
is 

)()( GEGV ∪ . Two vertices yx,  in the vertex set of 

)(GT are adjacent in )(GT in case one the following 

holds: (i) yx, are in )(GV and x  is adjacent to y in G . 

(ii) yx, are in )(GE , and yx; are adjacent in G .(iii) x

is in )(GV , y is in )(GE , and yx; are incident in G . 

The notion of equitable coloring [9], was introduced by 

Meyer in 1973. If the set of vertices of a graph G  can be 

partitioned into k classes kVVV ,..., 21  such that each iV  is 

an independent set and the condition  1≤− ji VV  holds 

for every pair ji ≠ , then G  is said to be equitably k-

colorable. The smallest integer k for which G is equitable 

k-colorable is known as the equitable chromatic 

number[4,5,6,7,8,10,11] of G  and denoted by )(= Gχ  . 
 

2. Equitable Coloring on Central Graph of Star 

Graph  

Theorem2.1: The equitable chromatic number of Central 

graph of star graph  

,,1 nK nKC n =)]([ ,1=χ  

Proof. Let },.....,,,{)( 21,1 nn vvvvKV = where 
ivv  = 

)1( niei ≤≤ .By the definition of central graph )( ,1 nKC

has the vertex set )( ,1 nKV }1/{ niui ≤≤∪ where 
iu is 

the vertex subset of the edges 
ie  .The vertex  

subset },.....,,,{ 21 nvvvv  of )( ,1 nKV induces a clique on 

n vertices. 

 

Figure 2(a): Star graph nK ,1  

 

Figure 2(b): Central graph of star graph nK ,1  

Let us prove the theorem by the method of mathematical 

induction. Let )(nP denotes the equitable chromatic 

number of central graph of star graph ,,1 nK

nKC n =)]([ ,1=χ , 3≥∀n  and Nn∈ . 

Let 3=n , then },,,{)( 3213,1 vvvvKV = , by the 

definition of central graph
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},,{},,,{)]([ 3213213,1 uuuvvvvKCV ∪= . Here the vertex 

subset }{v is adjacent to each  )31( ≤≤ iui      The 

vertex subset },,{ 321 vvv induces a clique on 3 vertices. 

By partitioning the vertex set )]([ 3,1KCV , we get

},{},,,{},,{ 323321211 vuVuvuVvvV === . Clearly 

sVi '  are disjoint and ii V
3

1=∪  = )]([ 3,1KCV with 

1≤− ji VV  holds for every pair ji ≠ .Therefore the 

equitable chromatic number of central graph of star graph 

,3,1K 3)]([ 3,1= =KCχ . Therefore )3(P is true. 

Let us assume that )(kP  is true .i.e., let us assume that 

the equitable chromatic number of central graph of star 

graph ,,1 kK )1()]([ ,1= →= kKC kχ is true with the 

colour classes

kivuVuvuVvvV iiik ≤≤=== − 3},,{},,,{},,{ 121211

. Clearly sVi '  are disjoint and i

k

i V1=∪  = )]([ ,1 kKCV

with 1≤− ji VV  holds for every pair ji ≠  

To prove )1( +kP is true . i.e., to prove that the equitable 

chromatic number of central graph of star graph ,1,1 +kK

1)]([ 1,1= +=+ kKC kχ . The vertex set is given by  

 },...,,{},...,,,{)]([ 1211211,1 +++ ∪= kkk uuuvvvvKCV      

             

},{},...,,,,...,,,{ 112121 ++∪= kkkk uvuuuvvvv                          

          

                      = )]([ ,1 kKCV },{ 11 ++∪ kk uv                                                                                                             

The vertex 1+kv  and ku requires a colour different from 

)1( kiVi ≤≤ for proper colouring. Here the vertex 
1+kv

induces a clique with all )1( kivi ≤≤  and 1+ku  is 

adjacent with v . The vertex 1+ku  has the same colour of 

1u and 
2v . By partitioning the vertex set of )( 1,1 +kKC  , 

we get 

13},,{},,,{},,{ 1121211 +≤≤=== −+ kivuVuvuVvvV iiik

. Clearly sVi '  are disjoint and i

k

i V
1

1=

+
∪  = )]([ 1,1 +kKCV

with 1≤− ji VV  holds for every pair ji ≠  by using 

condition (1).It requires 11)( +=+ kk colours. 

Therefore the equitable chromatic number of central 

graph of star graph ,1,1 +kK  1)]([ 1,1= +=+ kKC kχ . 

)1( +kP  is true whenever )(kP  is true. By the principle 

of mathematical induction )(nP  is true 3≥∀n and 

Nn∈ .Therefore the equitable chromatic number of 

central graph of star graph ,,1 nK  nKC n =)]([ ,1=χ

3≥∀n and .Nn∈  
 

3. Equitable Coloring on Middle Graph of Star 

Graph  

Theorem3.1: The equitable chromatic number of middle 

graph of star graph  

,,1 nK .1)]([ ,1= += nKM nχ  

Proof.     Let },.....,,,{)( 21,1 nn vvvvKV = where 
ivv  = 

)1( niei ≤≤ .By the definition of middle graph 

)( ,1 nKM has the vertex set )( ,1 nKV }1/{ niui ≤≤∪

where 
iu is the vertex subset of the edges 

ie  .The vertex 

subset }1/{ niui ≤≤  induces a clique among 

themselves. Hence v  is adjacent to all sui '  and each  

)1( niui ≤≤ is adjacent to one another. 

 

Figure 3(a): Star graph nK ,1  

 

Figure 3(b): Middle graph of star graph nK ,1  

                                                                                                          

Let us prove the theorem by the method of mathematical 

induction. Let )(nP denotes the equitable chromatic 

number of middle graph of star graph ,,1 nK

1)]([ ,1= += nKM nχ , 3≥∀n  and Nn∈  

Let 3=n , then },,,{)( 3213,1 vvvvKV = , by the 

definition of middle graph
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},,{},,,{)]([ 3213213,1 uuuvvvvKMV ∪= . Here each 

vertex )1( niui ≤≤  is adjacent with v  and induces a 

clique among themselves. Hence we require four colours 

for proper colouring . By partitioning the vertex set 

)]([ 3,1KMV , we get

}{},,{},,{},,{ 3432321211 uVvuVvuVvvV ==== . 

Clearly sVi '  are disjoint and  ii V
4

1=∪  = )]([ 3,1KMV

with 1≤− ji VV  holds for every pair ji ≠ . Therefore 

the equitable chromatic number of middle graph of star 

graph ,3,1K 4)]([ 3,1= =KMχ
 

Therefore )3(P  is true. Let us assume that )(kP is true 

.i.e., let us assume that the equitable chromatic number of 

middle graph of star graph ,,1 kK

)1(1)]([ ,1= →+= kKM kχ is true with the colour 

classes 

}{,2},,{},,{ 1111 kkiii uVkivuVvvV =≤≤== +−
. 

Clearly sVi '  are disjoint and i

k

i V
1

1=

+
∪  = )]([ ,1 kKMV

with 1≤− ji VV  holds for every pair ji ≠ .   

To prove P(k+1) is true . i.e., to prove that the equitable 

chromatic number of middle graph of star graph ,1,1 +kK

2)]([ 1,1= +=+ kKM kχ . The vertex set is given by  

 },...,,{},...,,,{)]([ 1211211,1 +++ ∪= kkk uuuvvvvKMV      

               

},{},...,,,,...,,,{ 112121 ++∪= kkkk uvuuuvvvv                          

          

                =   )]([ ,1 kKMV },{ 11 ++∪ kk uv                                                                                                          

Here 
1+ku induces a clique with all sui '  and it is also 

adjacent with v , hence it requires a colour different from 

)11( +≤≤ kiVi
for proper colouring. The vertex 

1+kv is 

non- adjacent with 
ku  and has the same colour as ku . 

The colour class for )( 1,1 +kKM is given by

}{,12},,{},,{ 12111 ++− =+≤≤== kkiii uVkivuVvvV . 

Clearly sVi '  are disjoint and i

k

i V
2

1=

+
∪  = )]([ 1,1 +kKMV

with 1≤− ji VV  holds for every pair ji ≠  by using 

condition (1).It requires 21)1( +=++ kk colours. 

Therefore the equitable chromatic number of middle 

graph of star graph ,1,1 +kK  2)]([ 1,1= +=+ kKM kχ .

)1( +kP  is true whenever )(kP  is true. By the principle 

of mathematical induction )(nP is true 3≥∀n and 

Nn∈ .Therefore the equitable chromatic number of 

middle graph of star graph ,,1 nK 1)]([ ,1= += nKM nχ

3≥∀n and Nn∈  
 

4. Equitable Coloring on Total Graph of Star 

Graph 
 

   Theorem 4.1:  The equitable chromatic number of total 

graph of star graph ,,1 nK .1)]([ ,1= += nKT nχ
   

 

Proof. Let },.....,,,{)( 21,1 nn vvvvKV = where 
ivv  = 

)1( niei ≤≤ .By the definition of total grap 

)( ,1 nKT has the vertex set )( ,1 nKV }1/{ niui ≤≤∪

where 
iu is the vertex subset of the edges .ie

 

     The vertex subset }{v induces a clique with the vertex 

subset }.,...,,,,...,,,{ 2121 nn uuuvvvv Moreover each 

)1( niui ≤≤ induces a clique among themselves. 

 

Figure 4(a): Star graph nK ,1  

 

Figure 4(b): Total graph of star graph nK ,1  

 

Let us prove the theorem by the method of mathematical 

induction. Let )(nP  denotes the equitable chromatic 

number of total graph of star graph ,,1 nK   

3,1)]([ ,1= ≥∀+= nnKT nχ  and Nn ∈  

Let 3=n then },,,{)( 3213,1 vvvvKV = , by the 

definition of total graph 
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},,{},,,{)]([ 3213213,1 uuuvvvvKTV ∪= . Here the 

vertex subset }{v is adjacent to all other vertices     

},,,,,{ 321321 uuuvvv and each  )31( ≤≤ iui  is adjacent 

to one another. Hence the vertex subset           

},,,{ 321 uuuv requires four different colours for proper 

colouring. By partitioning the vertex set        )]([ 3,1KTV  

, we get 

},{},,{},,{},{ 2341233121 vuVvuVvuVvV ==== . 

Clearly sVi '  are disjoint and  ii V
4

1=∪  = )]([ 3,1KTV with 

1≤− ji VV  holds for every pair ji ≠ . Therefore the 

equitable chromatic number of total graph of star graph 

,3,1K 4)]([ 3,1= =KTχ .   Therefore )3(P is true . 

Let us assume that )(kP is true .i.e., let us assume that 

the equitable chromatic number of total graph of star 

graph ,,1 kK )1(1)]([ ,1= →+= kKT kχ with the colour 

classes 

.13},,{},,{},{ 21121 +≤≤=== −− kivuVvuVvV iiik

 Clearly sVi '  are disjoint and i

k

i V
1

1=

+
∪  = )]([ ,1 kKMV

with 1≤− ji VV  holds for every pair ji ≠ .   

To prove )1( +kP is true . i.e., to prove that the equitable 

chromatic number of total graph of star graph ,1,1 +kK

2)]([ 1,1= +=+ kKT kχ . The vertex set is given by  

 },...,,{},...,,,{)]([ 1211211,1 +++ ∪= kkk uuuvvvvKTV      

},{},...,,,,...,,,{ 112121 ++∪= kkkk uvuuuvvvv                          

= )]([ ,1 kKTV },{ 11 ++∪ kk uv                                                                                               

Here 
1+ku induces a clique with all sui '  and it is also 

adjacent with v , hence it requires a colour different from 

)11( +≤≤ kiVi
for proper colouring. The vertex 

kv  and 

1+kv has the same colour as 1+ku and 1u respectively for 

equitable colouring. The colour class for )( 1,1 +kKT  is 

given by 

.23},,{},,{},{ 211121 +≤≤=== −−+ kivuVvuVvV iiik

Clearly sVi '  are disjoint and i

k

i V
2

1=

+
∪  = )]([ 1,1 +kKTV

with 1≤− ji VV  holds for every pair ji ≠  by using 

condition (1).  

 

It requires 21)1( +=++ kk colours. Therefore the 

equitable chromatic number of total graph of star graph

,1,1 +kK 2)]([ 1,1= +=+ kKT kχ . )1( +kP  is true 

whenever )(kP is true. By the principle of mathematical 

induction )(nP  is true 3≥∀n and Nn∈ .Therefore the 

equitable chromatic number of total graph of star graph 

,,1 nK 1)]([ ,1= += nKT nχ , 3≥∀n  and Nn∈ . 

Remark: The equitable chromatic number of middle 

graph and total graph of star graph is the same. 
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